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Developer support/process automation tools
References: [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]

             enables                  improves

        present            partially present

        missing            not critical (nice to have)
      

- user-space tests
- in-kernel unit-testing (KUnit)
- test preconditions/required configs
- standard pass/fail reporting
- discoverable
- run locally with a single cmd:
 make test /net/ipv4/...

- aid bug reporting
- exact build another dev had on 
another machine a year ago

- used for all bug reports
- prevents "lost" bugs
- status/subsystem/prio
- bugs linked to fixes
- fixes auto-close bugs

each piece of code has:
- maintainers/approvers
- mailing list
- bug tracker component
- additional test references

- tool for auto code formatting
- run locally and automatically for changes
- dubbed huge time-saver by all projects that start 
using it, formatting is never a topic in code reviews, 
reason for resend or manual patch edits
- enables suggested edits in code reviews and 
large-scale changes

- creation of large mechanical changes
- coccinelle/clang ast

- large mechanical changes 
are auto split, tested, mailed, 
submitted once approved

- culprit detection
- notifies change authors
- shows status for sheriffs
- sends auto-rollback if deserved

- full context, side-by-side diffs, diffs between versions
- prevents simple bugs due to missing context
- relieves from writing "changes from v1"
- sticky comments
- shows results of all testing/analysis
- knows who is maintainer/approved for this code
- shows when rebase is needed

auto-generated fixes
can be applied with 1 click

- used for all changes
- records base commit/tree
- prevents "lost" changes

- shows code on any revision
- shows declaration, usages, 
implementations of common callbacks, etc
- disambiguates names
- shows test code coverage, static analysis 
warnings, etc

change is merged when 
approved by relevant owners 
and passes all relevant tests

https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2016/7/204032-why-google-stores-billions-of-lines-of-code-in-a-single-repository/fulltext
https://framethink.wordpress.com/2011/01/17/how-facebook-ships-code/
https://github.com/features
https://about.gitlab.com/features/
https://www.chromium.org/developers
https://lkml.org/lkml/2018/10/18/64

